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Johnson halts North Viet bombing today
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Johnson announced last night that
a complete halt to all bombardment of North Vietnam will begin
at 8 a.m. EST today, Washington
time.
The president, addressing the
nation, said he had decided to take
this step-with the concurrence of
his top military advisers and the
governments of all the allied powers fighting in Vietnam, "in the
belief that this action can lead
to progress toward a peaceful
settlement of the Vietnamese
war."
Hanoi was notified of the decision.
And negotiations on the basis of
it will begin In Paris on Nov.
6, with the government of South
Vietnam represented at the conference table The latter was a
key bone of the contention.
The National Liberation front
also will be entitled to sit In on
the new-terms maneuvering for
peace In the long, costly war on
the other side of the world. The
NLF is the political arm of the
Viet Cong.
"What we now expect-what we
have a right to expect-are prompt,
productive, serious and Intensive
negotiations in an atmosphere that

Is conducive to progress," Johnson said.
Some progress already has come
In the action he has taken, Johnson said, and In indications that
Hanoi is willing now to talk In
more substantive terms.
But the President said that
steady determination and patience
still will be required, along with
courage, steadfastness and perseverance here at home to match
that of the men fighting in Vietnam.
The presidential announcement
was delivered from the movie theater and broadcasting studio In the
East Wing of the White House.
It followed a brief meeting Johnson held an hour and a half earlier
with his top security, defense and
diplomatic advisers In the Cabinet Room.
And along the way, the chief
executive took time to notify the
three presidential nominees, Democrat Hubert H. Humphrey, Hepublican Richard M. Nixon and
Independent American George C.
Wallace of the decision he had
reached.
This was about 6 p.m. EST.
Twenty minutes later he got congressional leaders of both parties
on the telephone to tell them.

And he plans to see whoever
turns up winner of next Tuesday's election and brief him fully on all the diplomatic steps that
led to the decision. That will be
Immediately after the election.

It could be at the Johnson ranch
in Texas.
Most observers seemed to think
the bombardment halt - and any
heightened hopes for peace accompanying It - would be bound

to help Humphrey in his uphill
fight to overtake Nixon, credited
as front runner In most polls.
The question was whether any
such boost would be enough to
put Humphrey across.
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Protest will go
to Student Court
By KEN BERZOF
Asst, Issue Editor
David P. Klelson, a sophomore in the College of Liberal Arts, has
applied for a hearing with Student Court in an effort to have last week's
Student Council elections thrown out and held over.
"Last Wednesday's elections were undemocratic, unconstitutional,
and contrary to the Republican form of government," Klelson said.
"There was no publicity concerning the time when those students
wishing to run for Student Council representative could file a petition
for ballot position," he added.
According to Klelson, who wanted to run for council as a representative from Bromfield Hall, the Board of Elections over two weeks
sent notices to the BG News and the residence halls, and neither the
News nor Bromfield Hall made public any announcement concerning
the elections until the day before the elections were held.
Klelson contends that no student wishing to run for council ever
had a chance to file a petition to be placed on the ballot in time for
the elections.
The only students elected, he claims, were those students who
were already representatives and running for reelection.
Tim Frank, assistant hall director of Bromfield Hall, saw no reason for the protest.
"I did receive a notice from the Board of Elections, which only
notified me that I was to send to Student Council one student for the
purpose of representing Bromfield Hall, which I did.
"The residence hall communication system is not set up for the
purpose of representing publicizing campus-wide activities. The main
function is to publicize events that directly concern a given hall,"
he said.
"A student wishing to run for Student Council should know enough
to take the Initiative to find out about petitions to run. He knows that
elections are held every year at this time and there was no reason
why he should wait for any announcement to be made by someone
whose function isn't to make such an announcement," he added.
Klelson talked to Student Body President Nick Llcate on Monday,
and Llcate suggested that he check the back Issues of the News, the
judiciary committee of Bromfield Hall and the Board of Elections
to make sure his charges were Justified.
An investigation is now be'ng made by the office of the vice-president of student affairs, James G. Bond.
"I'm not trying to blame anyone, and I'm not trying to have action
taken against those who were at fault. My only objective Is to show
that the elections were undemocratic, and that new elections should
be held to give students who wanted to run for Student Council, including me, a chance to do so," Klelson said.

DAD'S DAY REHEARSAL - Mike Stackhouse (left) and Matt
Smith rehearse for the Dad's Day program to be presented at
7:30 and 9:30 Saturday night n the Grand Ballroom.

SCENE OF THE CRIME - University police
Cpl. Roger Swope, left, examines the location
where 13,000 stolen issues of The News were

discarded early yesterday in a ditch eight miles
from campus. News staffers quickly returned the
papers to campus for circulation.

Thieves nab the 'News'
By JIM MARINO
Staff Reporter
Three eyewitnesses to yesterday's theft of more than 13,000
copies of the BG News made a
statement to police, It was learned
today from University Security
patrolmen.
One student claims he saw six
persons In a copper-colored, 1964
Mercury Comet taking the News
from various points on campus at
about 7 a.m. yesterday. He claims
he can Identify the students, according to his witness statement.
Security police were assisted by
the Wood County Sheriffs Department In investigating the theft, one
of the largest of its type In University history. Value of the stolen
Issues was set at $500, by the
district manager of Chief Publishing Co., David Wlllmarth, who
supervises
the printing of the
News.
Quick recovery
The newspapers were recovered
at about 8 a.m. yesterday by Campus police and BG News staffers
In a drainage ditch eight miles
from campus near the Intersection of U.S. 6 amd 23.
Crudely written signs containing
threats against the News were
posted In a number of University
buildings yesterday morning.Other signs admitted credit for the
thefts, and were signed, "The
Dirty Dozen."
These signs were photographed
by police laboratory specialists
and will be used as evidence In
the case, police said.
Prosecution

Dr. James G. Bond, vice president of student affairs, said he

believed the matter would be pursued through Student Court, but
did not disallow the possibility
of prosecution through municipal court as a felony.
His remarks were echoed by
Dr. Kenneth H. McFall, University vice-president, and administrator in charge of Campus Security.
A second witness to the thefts
stated he watched persons enter
the University Union, take the
News copies, and put up the signs.
"Tip,"
Residents of a farm house on
Kerner Road, near where the papers were dropped, phoned in additional information to deputies
of the Wood County Sheriff's Department. It was not revealed what
new details may have been learned
from these witnesses.
Bruce Larrick, News acting editor-in-chief In the absence of
Thomas Hlne, who is attending a
New York newspaper conference,
said he Interpreted the theft as a
militant act by reactionaries voicing dissent over the recent liberal
editorial policies of the News.
What

sd it?

News staff members, discussing
the Incident, believe the theft may
have been spurred as a result of
extensive News coverage of liberal
student elements on campus.
No News policy changes have
been
forced by the Incident,
Larrick said.
Editors and faculty members of
the School of Journalism are to
meet
again today to discuss
measures of safeguarding the propperty of the News.

Sofeguards

Campus Security has promised
to be on the alert for suspicious
activity around BG News circulation points in the mornings to
avoid a recurrance of the thefts.
Staff members, University Security, Wood County Sheriffs deputies, and the University administration have requested that any
student with information on the
theft, contact the police at once.

Dad's Day ticket
policies announced
Seating regulations for Saturday's Dad's Day game against
Marshall have been announced by
the Athletic Department. The following ticket rules will be followed;
Parents with "Special Dad's Day
Tickets" will be allowed to sit
anywhere on the west side in the
student section. Parents with these
tickets must enter on the west
side.
Parents cannot enter the game
on a "Special Student Guest Ticket." These tickets are only for
guests of student age. Brothers
and sisters of students who are
of student age may use these tickets.
Parents with reserved seat tickets will be seated on the east
side. Students must have reserved
seat tickets to sit on the east
side.
Tickets of all types are on sale
at the ticket office located in Memorial Hall. "Dad's Day tlkcets"
are $4 apiece and "Special Student Guest Tickets" cost $2.50.
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White response

editorial

By JOHN ALLTON
Student Columnist

Thanks to . . .
We would like to thank the persons who handled the case of
stolen BG News yesterday.
Campus security and the Wood County Sheriffs Department
have done an excellent job in gathering evidence about the
theft, and were very cooperative in helping the News return
most of the papers to campus by 10 a.m. yesterday.
But we don't have the name of the person who probably deserves the most thanks — a farmer in Wood County. Be called
the sheriff's department at 8 yesterday morning, telling them
where the papers were. If he hadn't called, it probably would
have been impossible to locate the papers.
And we would also like to thank the "dirty dozen," whoever
they are.
Rarely has anyone shown such admiration of the BG News.
They liked the paper so much, they had to have every copy for
themselves.
We were sort of disappointed, though, that when they were
through with them, they threw them into a drainage ditch. The
least they could have done is share them with some of the other
students.
We would also like to remind the "dirty dozen" that the
printing of the issue cost $468. If they are caught, they could be
charged with grand larceny, with a penalty of one to seven years
in prison if they are convicted.
We also think the "dirty dozen" should read the United States
Constitution in full, paying special attention to the First Amendment. It contains a statement about a vague principle culleJ
"freedom of the press."

At the turn of the century, the
NAACP was formed under the
guidance of Booker T. Washington, and the opposition of W. E.
B. DeBols. It was a group dedicated to elevating the living
standards of Negroes. Aid yet,
the money behind the organization
was white and a great proportion
of the members were white.
Since that time, the Negro attempt at full equality leaned heavily upon the money and political
support of white liberals. No
crisis could more fully accentuate
this point than the picture of a
white governor face to face with
a white Attorney General; the problem being a Negro attempting to
Integrate a white school.
With the death of Martin Luther
King, thousands watched on TV
as liberals and moderates alike
mourned for the loss of one who
had sparked their Imagination.
He had been the finest leader the
Negroes could have followed, for
he appealed to whites, the source
of money and prestige for the
nonviolent revolution.
The most recent and critical
contrast to the entire history of the
Negro movement toward freedom
Is the Black Power movement.
Negro In origin, Negro In mem-

MfeKM
White lies, gray truths
By LYLE GREENFIELD
Student Columnist
Dear Mom and Dad,
Hello again! I received your
letter yesterday—thanks so much.
I was certainly happy to hear
that Aunt Agatha finally sold her
old storm windows. Bet she was
excltedl Also, let me say how
much I appreciate your sending
the ten dollars along. That enabled me to finally buy me Contemporary Paleontology text. With
the money left over, Margaret and
I are going out on a coffee date
tomorrow night.
That will be
fun. You've both been so good
about sending up extra money; but
really, you should let your son
try to make It on his own. You're
too good!
School Is going best ever and
I think all of my professors really
like me a lot. I like tnem a iui
and so I'm studying extra hard.
Even made a relevant comment
In ROTC class last Tuesday! But
you know me—always trying to
Join In, to participate, etc.
For
example, rve renewed my Interest In school politics this term.
It's so satisfying being a leader
and I confess that I've been away

from a position of responsibility
to my fellow students too long.
I'll keep you posted on how things
are going.
Say, Dad, I'm really curious to
know If you planted the dahlia
bulbs In the back yet? You know
how I worry about the garden,
and they say that now's the best
time to plant. Well, be sure to
let me know about that, okay?
And how has the weather been
back home? It's Just beautiful
here and that sure makes studying hard!
(But I stick to the
books...It's a personal challenge.)
I clipped the five-day forecast
from today's paper and am enclosing It. Thought you'd have
fun comparing It to yours.
Boy, I'm really trying to think
if I forgot to mention anything,
but no, I guess that's all the news
for now. Be sure to write again
soon because It's always good to
hear from you. And tell Aunt
Hattle that I miss her too. Bye'
for now....
Love from your son,
Edward
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Fred you Freak!
How's It goln' baby? Peace!
Sorry I haven't written, kid, but
I've been hung up with some chick
lately—kind of a regular thing,
I guess. Still dlggln' old sounds,
Fred? I Just blew seven bucks
on a two album set I think you'd
back. It's an 80 minute Conga
Drum solo on the Problems of
Social Change. Creates what I
call hard hitting empathy. You'll
have to hear It.
How's everything at State? Still
pretty much a hassle? And how's
your appeal comin'? If you can't
get that sentence cut down to a
year anyway, then I think you may
as well lose yourself, you know ?
Please Inform.
Pd have to call the scene here
"delicate'; I just got thrown out
of the ROTC program for suggesting in class that a communal
participatory army might not be
such a drag. The cat wouldn't
even discuss the Idea. Was I
wrong?! Hell no! I won't go!
Just changed my major to The
Sociological Implications of
Guerrilla Warfare. The Students
for Free Heads, Free Thought,
Free Speech and Free Freedom
got the program set up under the
Free University. There's no credit offered so I won't have to go
to class or study much. That'll
give me the time I need to work
on my campaign. The local Bibration Front has put me up as
Its candidate for Vice President
of the class.
I'm running on
a Platform of the Absurd; it looks
like we've got a lot of support.
And since Hank got elected Homecoming Queen......! Actually, I got
my whole platform from this
underground paperback, "AnAnthology of Mystical Poems Soon to
be Written." Pll mall It to you.
That reminds me—I really dug
the poetry you sent up, Fred.
Makes me wonder where your
mind must be at. I've Just about
finished a poem I want you to
read. It's called Neon Bosoms-deals with the sexual hang-tips
of America's adults. Lotta' good
symbolism!
That's the story, baby. Keep
the faith (where It belongs!).
Peace,
Edward

bershlp, and Black In Intent. And
from their conception onward,
whites have had to face the adjustment of saying "Black" Instead of "Negro."
The Black man has set a bold
new course, though the majority
may not be adherents. An elite,
though, Is setting the standard for
all Black men. The question is,
what will be the white resonse?
I would be wasting words if I
attempt to recommend a course
for the conservatives, those who
will vote for Wallace. Somethings
are Just beyond the scope of reason. A liberal soon learns to
talk to those who might listen,
not those who thlt\k the Second
Advent is a former governor of
Alabama.
On the contrary, my remarks
are directed toward the left the
SDS, and the like. Possibly ultraliberals too. And the example I
wish to sight Is an incident that
occurred at Ohio State University.
This Incident was related to me
by a friend who was taking a
course in the history of Vietnam.
The Instructor of the course
was Dr. David E. Green. The
Infamous Dr. Green who has since
been removed from the faculty at
Ohio State. The cause of this
removal was an Incident of Draft
Card destruction. Dr. Green's
draft card.
A day prior to the destruction
of his draft card found Dr. Green
standing before his class with two
objects in his hand. The first
was a contribution request by a
Black Power group, and the second
was his draft card. He laid them
on his desk and told his class to
burn the one or contribute to the
other, BUT, that you could not
do both. It was one or the other.
Dr. Green may have came to
change his mind, but the point
was well made. For the pacifist, for the objector to war,
for the dissenter to the War In
Vietnam, there is a choice to be
made.
It Is the paradox of the left

Who knows?
As an Interested student of this
University and one of this Intolerably oppressed, I would like to
direct a few questions to anyone
wno feels capable of intelligently
answering. This bars, of course,
the Dr. Irwln Corey comedlc answer usually returned.
1. Why Is It that you cannot
get a university health excuse
from classes without being committed to a bed there, when being
that sick would keep you from
making the Journey?
2. Why is it that maintenance
can supply six men to put In one
three foot sapling somewhere and
cannot seem to have facilities
adaquate for special events?
3. Why Is it that new sidewalks appear on campus everywhere except where mud paths
seem to indicate traffic flow would
warrant?
4. Why is it that girls who
participate In "no hours" plan
must somehow return to the dorm
by the hour of 6:30 a.m.7
5. Why is it that administrators
verbalize desire for the greek
system to take over much of the
University's social burden, but
are reluctant to give even policy
aid to the task?
6. Why is it that when Greeks
attempt to stage the oldest greek
event on campus, the Bike Race,
they are annually met with rereoutlng problems because of road
repairs that never materialize?
7. Why Is it that the campus
police never fall to be on hand
when a meter runs out and can
somehow be busy when violence
occurrs, like the President's Review of Girl Beating last year!
The faculty members that park

wing that admiration for Che, for
Ghandl, and for Stokely runs equal.
For the left wing to be effective,
it must resolve this paradox, erase
the contradlcitlon.
It is not as simple as I have
pictured the case to be. Its hard
for the pacifist not to sympathize with the underdog, the oppressed. But the left has consistently admonished the military
for use of force on ethical grounds, and those grounds must
surely be the same for the Black
man, the Latin American, or the
poor White.
My suggestion Is for the left
to reject all support for those
violent sectors of the Black community. (I probably should have
made this distinction concerning
the Black man earlier, instead
of using the phrase Black Power)
By Intimating that the violence in
the ghettos is pardonable, the pacifist forfeits all claims to credibility. And that's very important in these days of the uncredlble leader.
Hence, he who preaches nonviolence preaches it for all. He
who preaches non-violence for
some, preaches it for none.

Columnists wanted
The BG News is looking for
columnists.
If you'd like to write an opinion
column for the campus newspaper,
simply submit the TYPED (and
preferably triple spaced) article
to the office anytime between 9
i.in. and S p.m.
The News will have no "regular" columnists as such. Each
column submitted will be Judged
on Its own merits and will be
published accordingly.
Columns must be In good taste
and not Infringe upon the laws of
libel in order to be considered
for printing. We reserve the right
tf wilt articles submitted.

In student lots would have no
salaries if It were not for the
students. The three whelled.pen
pushing meter maids of Campus
Security would have no wheels,
no pens, and no security without
the students. Administrators could
not pocket veto appeals If there
were no students to make them.
If all 13,000 students were to
strike like unions, they might receive some consideration. But
would it not be easier to seriously think and act on some of
the problems the "committees"
spend years poking Into? Students do not want anarchy, but
Improvements In keeping with
social, moral, and intelligent trends In our world.
I have heard talk for close to
four years now, and think there
is still a chance. Isn't there?
Nelson Schroth
C-2, N. Grove Apts.

Correction
I wish to correct a statement
erroneously attributed to me In
Friday's News. At the SDS forum
I stated that were I an American,
SDS-partlcularly this campus'
chapter would be for me a source
of pride.
Trevor J. Phillips,
Dept. of Education.
The News welcomes letters to
the editw. Letters should be
typewiitten and signed by the
author and carry his typewritten
name, address and phone number.
As many letters as possible
will be published within the
limits of space, good taste and 1
laws of libel. The News reserves
the right to edit letters more than
300 words in length.
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Justices to be reappointed

FOLK SOUNDS - The Sounds Unlimited, a folk group with the
Ohio Coffeehouse Circuit, will be appearing tonight and tomorrow
night in the Carnation Room of the University Union. Admission
is free. (Photo by Tom Honsa.)

Directories to be out
in several weeks?
The University publications office Is working on the student
directories which will be ready
In "several weeks." There was no
reason given for the hold up In
the publication of the directories.
These computer processed directories Include not only a listing of all students names but also
a listing of faculty and staff members.
The directories Include the student's campus address, telephone
number, home address, college and
class. They Include the same for
University personnel.
The directories give the listing
of all University telephone numbers, departmental listings, University services, student government and a listing of student organ-

lzatlons.
The directories give information
on how to call the University
from off campus, on campus extensions, dialing off campus numbers from University extensions
and Information pertaining to long
distance calls.
The directories will be distributed to the students and University personnel through campus
mall by the publications office.

By BRUCE LARRICK
Editorial Editor
Student Council last night passed
a constitutional amendment changing the system for selecting and
appointing Justices to Student and
Traffic Courts, enabling council
to appoint Justices next week.
The amendment removes sex
and class requirements for court
Justices and gives the power of
nomination to the Student Body
President, subject to two-thirds
approval by council.
After the passage of the amendment, Nick Licate, student body
president, announced that any students interested in applying for
court positions should do so before
Monday.
Those persons applying for positions will be Interviewed In an
open forum Wednesday evening.
This Includes those persons who
were appointed tentatively earlier
in October.
After the open forum, Licate will
present the names of the Justices
appointed In October, along with
alternate choices from the students
who apply this week.
If council rejects anyone who was
appointed before, they will consider the alternate choices.
Once council has made the
appointments, the courts will be
legally constituted, ending the controversy over the legality of the
courts, which has been going on
since last May.
A resolution recommending
wlthdrawl of University recognition of any organization "which

has written membership policies
which discriminate on the basis
of race or religion," was passed
by a vote of 29-10.
Also passed was a resolution
recommending that the students
have at least one-fourth voting
representation on all committees
which select major personnel in
the University administration.
The resolution mentions specif-

ically the positions of president
the University, vice-president
student affairs, vice-president
academic affairs, and the dean
students.

The last bill passed was a resolution endorsing and supporting the
proposal that the University keep
the Rathskeller open 24 hours a
day.

Iniupraitg

Turn Turtle
Get away from the plain look. Spice up your wardrobe with the
best thing since girls. At the U. Shop, you can select from scads
of colors, weights, bulkies, mock-turtles, yes, even a good range
ot prices. It you're a HE, you can find IT, Martini it $8. It you're
a SHE, you might tind not only IT, but a HE, as well. Your ITs
start at $7.

UCF Committee
assaults poverty

iLbcMniufrsitji$hop fflji/s

By DEBBY RENCH
Staff Writer
Positive action aimed at remedying various social problems In
the United States, is being taken
by members of the Bowling Green
United Christian Fellowship, who
have formed a social action committee.

PLEASE!

Thomas H. Tressler, Junior In
the College of liberal arts and
chairman of the committee, was
responsible for Its formation. He
and the other committee members
decided to center their efforts
around relieving poverty especially locally, and other unfavorable
conditions which result from poverty.

RETURN THOSE
PROOFS TODAY

In order to organize their ideas,
members of the committee divided
Into three subcommittees. Each
subcommittee Is concerned with
a different aspect of the poverty
problem.
Helping migrant workers is the
goal of one subcommittee. Members of the subcommittee decided
to buy and sell products made by
migrant workers in a craft shop
In Missouri.
Investigating substandard housing In Bowling Green Is the purpose
of the second subcommittee. According to KeU, members of this
group will try to discover if there
Is any substandard housing In the
town, how much exists, how seriout of a problem It is, and who's
affected by it.
Members of this subcommittee
will be trying to find out what
services are needed in Toledo,
and whether Bowling Green State
University students can perform
any of these services. "If the
University students can relate to
these services, which might include something like tutoring, then
UCF might decide to tie in," said
KelL
The social action committee
members also want to explore the
Nigerian Blafra problem and publish the truth about the situation.
"We plan to do nothing else; we
Just want to make the truth known,"
said KeU.
He also said any Interested person may Join the social action committee by contacting Tressler.

Playtexinvents the first-day tampon
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent... it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
__
rs.
Try it fast.
|i
Why live in the past? WM

playtex

*Sg^ tampons

of
of
of
of

SENIORS!
HELP YOUR YEARBOOK EDITOR GET YOUR YEARBOOK
OUT ON TIME. RETURN YOUR PROOFS NOW!
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Orientation program may
be revamped for '69

Come In And Register!
WIN A FREE SUIT
79.95 Cricketoer Suit-A-Month
NOVEMBER

tfOl* MUfcT RECI8«H,tHCM MONTH TO WIN
Netfclaf W Bay - Ne Oftlif •(•>

Tha Anti-Pain Jackat Of
D AC RON* and cotton. Always
right, always good, no matter
what tha aaaton or what tha
intended sport. It's like
having a blue-chip stock,
or coming up with a royal
flush. You can't loss.

' KlNnri ««I|>II TUWUI

ANTI-RAIN .. . 2e" Durably SHewer Repellent Jacket of aureiMtic
woih-and-w«ar 65*/. Dacran* eelyeiter one 35% coi»W«d cettea
poplin. Th. 2-bulicn cuffe**, luiuriaudy lined roale» iletvei ere
adiuiroMa.

Navy. British Tan, Black Olive
Reg. 34 to 46
Longs 40 to 46

$W.OO
$14.00

ZIP-LINED
Rog. 36 to 46
Longs 40 to 46

By RICH BERCEMAN
Staff Writer
A major revamping of the University's orientation program Is
being considered after a discussion led by the Orientation Board
Monday night.
"We have to completely reevaluate the program. We want
to better It.
We had lots of
problems this year, both big and
small. Orientation In many cases
Just fell through," said Laurie
Walkup, senior In the College of
Education and chairman of the
board.
She felt that the turnout for
the meeting was disappointing.
Only 15 freshmen, faculty members, and student orientation leaders attended. One hundred were
Invited.
The major targets of criticism
were the book discussion, and the
library orientation program.
"Only eight students showed up
for the book discussion In our section. There Just wasn't any Interest," remarked one freshman
girl.
Another student felt that the
faculty member In charge of his
group ruined a good discussion
by "getting mad and beginning to'
lecture us. Many of the students
left the discussion mad at her."
In a poll taken in the past few
weeks, It was learned that 64 of the
82 faculty members that conducted
book discussions felt that the practice should be continued in future
programs.
Some of the suggestions they
made were that a new book Just
published In the spring be selected, that the author of the book be
asked to lecture on campus, and
that lounge areas be used for the
discussions Instead of classrooms.
Too little time and too many
students were cltled as the problems In the library orientation

WINDPROOF - WASH & WEAR
PLUS Same Style 100% Nylon - 10.00

WBGU plans change;
now time, new sound
Radio station WBGU-FM plans
to have a "new sound and new
hours" beginning today.
The station, located In South
Hall, will now sign on at 2:30 p.m.
and go off at 11 p.m. This additional two hours of programming
will allow a greater leeway on
programs of Interest.

* Executive Opportunity
* Challenging Service

Classifieds

All of these special programs
will be on the air from 7:30 to
9:30 each night. They are designed
to enliven listening and gain audience Interest.
Besides the new programs, the
station will also broadcast all home
basketball and hockey games.
Terry Gottschalk, WBGU program
director, said that the station will
give, "up to the minute election
returns on the national, state,
and local levels Nov. 5."

FOR SALE: 1968 Spoke Wheels
for TR-4 or M.G.A. Also new
TR-4 Grille, Gen. and Reg. Call
John, 287-4007.

'Personal Satisfaction
* Family Dividends

Openings All Over The Country

OPEN FRIDAY TIL 9 P.M.

Interviewing On November 6

Pb*M 1*4 7171

FOR SALE

Fender Super Rev. Gibson Elect.
Guitar. Also Fuzz-Tone. Phone
352-5922 after 5.
'68 Portable Stereo, 3 months old.
Good Price. Call 354-4771 after
5:30.
FOR SALE: Bell Motorcycle Helmet. 352-4604.
'67 Bulck GS, 340 stick, AIR,
Excellent fond. 353-1535.
1960 Bulck LeSabre 4-door Sedan. Excellent Mechanical Cond.
New battery and plugs. Good
tires, seat belts.
Best offer.
Call 353-4404 or BGSU Ext. 3860.
Must sell '67 Corvette and 650cc
TR Motorcycle. Make offer. 3904
after 4.
FOR RENT
Want Apt. for 2 girls 2nd & 3rd
Qrt. 353-4421 or 352-5667 after 3.

Congratulations To
Jacquie Baumgardner

4th girl needed for Apt. for 2nd
and 3rd Quarters. Call 352-4602.
1 girl needed to share Apt. (2
blocks from campus) 2nd & 3rd
quarters. Liberal-minded person
preferred. For Info, call 3538240 and ask for Becky—or come
to 215 Manvllle Apt. #5.

7968-69 SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI
Attendants: SHARON ZWADSKI

to Dr. Rogers next year. The
sections will be divided up three
ways, one section meeting each
day, thereby allowing the freshmen to spend more time acquainting themselves with the library
services.
Other topics of discussion were
the Inefficiency of the Orientation
Boards open house, the lack of
coordination between faculty members and student leaders, and the
problems In selecting the student
orientation leaders.
Concerning the choosing of the
leaders, Miss Walkup said that a
greater effort will be made to
weed out the students who apply
for the sole purpose of seeking
out prospective pledges to their
fraternities or sororities.
"It's a real problem. A lot
of leaders are so busy scouting
for good pledges they don't tell
the freshmen what they're supposed to," Miss Walkup commented.
The board will decide next week
what recommendations will be
made to the administration.

The newest idea is planned for
Friday and Saturday nights. These
programs are titled 'B.G. Underground' and will feature the new
psychedelic and hard rock sounds
of the sixties.

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

Traditional and Men's Clothiers

1*1 8. Mala St.

"Last fall we had to put 3,000
freshmen through the library In
four hours. It Involved a terrible
problem of logistics," said Rogers.
According to Laurie Walkup, a
three-day plan will be presented

Your Invitation To A Caroor
With Tho

$22.50
$25.00

NICHOLS

program.
"The groups were Just rushed
through too fast. Three minutes
In and three minutes out didn't
give the students time to understand anything," said Dr. Rogers,
director of the library.

BARB SUROVY

WANTED: 1 male to share Apt.
2nd & 3rd quarters. 352-4603.
Wanted Apt. to rent 3rd quarter.
Call Beth 3210 room 327.
STADIUM VIEW APTS. CLOUGH
ST. EXTENSION, OPPOSITE BG
STADIUM, BG'S FINEST NEW ADULT/FAMILY APT. COMMUNITY. Exceptionally large 1-2-3
bedroom suites, 1 1/2—2 baths,
fully carpeted, alr-cond., swimming pool and cable TV. Rentals
from $135 Include all utilities except electricity. OPEN 7 DAYS A
WEEK, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. FOR
INFORMATION, CALL 352-5088,
BATES AND SPRINGER, INC.,
MANAGERS.
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: White fur Jacket with black
leather trim. Double breasted «rlth
black leather buttons. If found
return to Ice Arena or 211 Treadway.

JACQUIE
SHARON

IARI

LOST: Gold ring with white see,
Library area. Not very valuable
much personal value. Reward. No
questions asked. Contact Ginl 13
Treadway
(continued on page five)

, I
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Grammar trig. 380. Prefer Grad.
student. Call 353-6544 after 4:00
p.m.

classifieds
(continued from page four)
BrOWB Fur coin purse. Keys In It.
405 McDonald West. Nancy McAllister.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Stack & Smythe. Good luck BG's
SS.G. See you In the show. Stash.
Free Kitten—354-0663
Congratulations to Cherrle and
Jim on their engagement and to
Jane and Steve on their pinning.
The Alpha Chi pledges are lovln'
these candle passings!
FOR

The Roy Rogers

The Brothers of Kappa Sigma ask
Vance If he is still looking for cats
atO.B.'s apartment.

#2: Dear Paulette B. I though
It over. I dearly love you. Tawee.

Art. Delta Gamma: we know what
we're missing but do you know what
you missing? Kappa Sigma.

Root Beer.
Platter.

Theta Chi pledges say go nuts
Gamma Phi pledges for Friday
night.
Congratulations to Steve and Betty;
Tom and Diane on you recent pinnigs—Slg Ep Pledges.
Congratulations to Terry and Sharon; Tom and Nancy on becoming
lavallered. Slg Ep Pledge Class.

FLASH: Delta Gamma Is looking
for nail to hold everything down.
Could they be expecting a visit
from the 40 Thieves of Kappa
Sigma?
Congrats L. Nye & Bob on the
P1KA pin. Only 8 days? How soon
for the next stop?
Roomies.

Congratulations Bob on being elected IFPC Representative, your
Fellow Slg Ep Pledges.

Alpha Gam love to my little daisyloving Big.
Your Little.

L. Nye—Can we help Polish a
RED tack? 205 AGD.

Congratulations Renee' on your
well-deserved position.
Renee'.

Congrats Bob and Jan on the lavallere—Nan and Dave.

Congrats "Giants" (Jan & Bob) on
your lavallerlng.
Midgets.

Gamma Phi Pledges say HI to our
great Dads.

The Brothers of Kappa Sigma ask
Vance If he Is still looking for
cats at O.B.

Election Day Special! II 2 cars going
to Cleveland and Elyrla area on
Nov. 5. Call 352-0183.

Beta's—we're high for tonightGamma Phi Pledges.

WANTED:

Penny a pound air-ride Sunday Nov.

3-5

ACTION
- 3284 -

CALL
Mon.~Frl.

Let Pagllal's and you Impress your
dad this weekend. 1004 S. Main.
Free Delivery.
Ph. 353-1444.
Sisters of Phi Mu—Walt until Dark
at the Slg Ep Hunted House.

Phi Mu Actives: 25 we may be,
but a whole you shall see!
Gamma Phi pledges say get ready
to clean?
Tekes.

Tutor for Structural

3, 11-5. University Airport.

gagement. D.G. Pledges.

MARTIE G: Congratulations on
your pinning to Irv. Love Mooney
107 & 105.

All are invited to the Press Club
ELECTION PARTY. Kept track of
Candidates as the votes come In.
Nov. 4, 6 p.m. to 12 p.m. Grand
Ballroom.

Son't forget the Undergraduate Alumni Association meeting on Mom,
Nov. 4, 7:00 p.m. in 115 Education Building.
L. Nye & Bob: Best Wished—10!
Congratulations Dunis on your en-

Delta Chi pledges are high for the
clean up with the Chi O Pledges.
ROG: I miss you and love you.
Always your Weez.

NOW
Thru Tues. Nov.5

BBUBEB

Evenings at 7:15 ■ 9:30 - Sat. Mat. 4:'0 ■ Sun. Mat. 2:15 & 4:30

\MQXQ)dlWS][jradl
m the PAUl NEWMAN produclion of
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Thursday 31st
Friday 1st
Saturday 2nd

WANTED: 10 Students or others
Interested In taking part In seminar on scientific ethics. Emphasis on Maslow and other contemporary thought on this subject.
CREDIT OFFERED. Contact Tom
Shelley—352-1482.
Go Horseback Riding. Falcons
Ranch. Weekdays $2.00/hour.
MarceU—G.P. #1 has
robes" For lunch!!

"plaid

Marcla— Congratulations on your
pinning to Randy. Your Happy
Sponsor Pat.
Ross—Thanks for being my Sunshine, Your Happy Plnmate, Ann.
Slg Eps
We're high for the
Haunted house party tonight. Phi
Mu.
Dear Scalped Head: Send your barber back to hair cutting school.
Someone goofed. Love, Jan.
Actives: Tough line up Sunday
Nlte! Phi Tau Pledges.
Congratulations Sam Lucas on being elected Vlce-Prez of IFPC.
Phi Tau Pledges.
Alpha Gam Greenlcs Say: Study
Hard Neophyes! We want you with
us!!!
ausAN L. WILLIAMSON: You're
still very much loved. The Burglar.

YOU'LL PROBABLY LOSE YOUR HEAD OVER

OUR DAD'S DAY

CLEARANCE
selected better dresses
(Cocktail)

1/3 OFF
selected casual dress
(Wool)

Saint—Have A Great Day—I still
think some soul would be nice.
Fran.
WANTED: "The Complete Book
of Engine Swapping". Will pay
full price of $2.00. Call Dick
352-4954.
"I Am Loved" Buttons now at
Klever's Jewelry Store, 125 North
Main Street.
Impoverished student urgently
needs $500. Gifts may be sent to
143 W. Wooster, Apt A. For Information call 352-1482.

SPECIAL

All Wool
SUITS

*°X,S NOV. 2nd
-ONLYSUEDE JACKETS

NOV. 1st

$33.99 & $39.99

2

1/3 OFF
ZIP IN LINING

Phi Mu Pledges Say: We're ready
for toe spook-out tonight! Are you
SlgEp's?

$3.00 OFF

Drivers needed Day and Night.
Salaries plus commission. Davis
Cab. 353-0481.
Waitress wanted Pagllal's Pizza
1004 S. Main.
Ph. 353-1444.
Cast of MEASURE FOR MEASURE;
Break a leg!— Thete Alpha Phi
Pledges.
Roy Rogers Roast Bee* tatwlch,
Golden Brawn French Frtee, Cold
crisp Cole Saw, Coke, Coffee, or

'

'

i
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Campus calendar
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS BOARD
Will hold an open forum on
"How Students May Control Their
Academic Environment" Monday
Nov. 4, at 7 p. m. In the Rotunda
of the Student Services Building.
The forum will deal with student
Involvement In academic affairs
at the University.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
Will hold open auditions for
the first Graduate bill of oneact plays. The Lesson by Ionesco,
Overruled by G.B. Shaw and a
third play to be announced are
the plays. Tryouts axe Monday,
Nov. 4, p.m., In 400 Mosley Hall.

FLYING CLUB
Penny - a - pound airplane
rides will be available at the University Airport this Sunday from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

AIR FORCE ROTC
Will hold an open house after
the football game Saturday, Nov.
2, In Memorial Hall. Refreshments
will be served and movies will
be shown. This Is open to the
public.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
Will hold Us meeting Monday
Nov. 4, at 7 p.m., In 115 Education Bldg.

WOMEN'S COMPETITIVE
SWIMMING AND DIVING TEAM
Will host a trl-meet with Ohio
State and Kent State Saturday,
Nov. 2, at 10 a.m. In the Nata-

UAO BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT
NAME
CAMPUS ADDRESS

Return To UAO Office
Before Nov. 2

UNITARIAN FELLOWSHD?
Will present a drama, "The
Gallery" by William Faulk, by
college students of the fellowship
on Sunday, Nov. 3, at 10:45 a.m.,
at the Unitarian House.
INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Will hold an open panel discussion on the "Function of Prayer In Christianity," Friday, Nov.
1, at 6:45 p.m. In the Pink Dogwood Suite.
FIN-N-FALCON SCUBA CLUB
Will hold its monthly meeting
Sunday, Nov. 3, at 8 p.m. In the
Ohio Suite. The December break
trip will be discussed and slides
will be shown. All Interested persons are invited to attend.
DELTA NU ALPHA
Will hold Its monthly meeting
Monday, Nov. 4, at 7 p.m. in
the Wayne Room. A person from
the field of transportation will
be the guest speaker.
SENIORS
Elementary education majors
assigned to Dr. Vergil Ort are
to meet In the Pink Dogwood Room
at 2,3, or 6 p.m. In Tuesday,
Nov. 5, for pre-reglstratlon. Come
at any one of the three hours.
GRADUATE EDUCATDN
STUDENTS
Will meet Wednesday, Nov. 6,
at 2 p.m. In 209 Education Bldg.
Dr. Victor O. HornbosteL director of Gruaduate Studies In education will address the group.
All graduate students are Invited
to attend.

Prof-student panels
to deal with gripes
Student and faculty advisory
boards for academic departments
at the University are being organized to "find solutions to complaints dealing with courses, professors and curriculum and to
generally Improve the academic
quality of the various departments," Tom Shelley, academic
affairs coordinator tor the student body, said.
"This is a chance for each student to have a direct affect on
the type of educational atmosphere
at BGSU. These boards provide
a means of improving the facultystudent relationship, " Shelley
said.
"Near the end of last semester
this plan was put Into use on a
limited scale and worked out very
well. Professors were glad to
see student involvement," Shelley
said.
"Anyone can be on an advisory
board In his major or his minor.
The only requirement is that a
student have a petition with ten
signatures of students majoring
or minorlng in the field he wishes
to help advise, " Shelley stated.
"There is no grade requirement.
Anyone who is Interested enough
to get the petition and the signatures will be Interested enough
to do a good job," Shelley said.
"Already 30 petitions have been
taken out and 10 of them returned.
Anyone Interested can pick one up

Course offered
in biochemistry
The department of chemistry Is
now offering Instruction biochemistry which will provide opportunities for students to participate In
research programs In both biochemistry and neurochemlstry.
Interested students will benefit
from the recently constructed.,
fully-equipped biochemistry research lab, and through the addition of faculty members Interested
in biochemistry research.
Funds for the new equipment
have been provided through a National Science Foundation grant
and from a matching fund grant
from the College of Education.
This equipment Is designed for
challenglnglaboratory experiments
which will supplement the academic subjects.

6th place finish
closes year for
BG Sailing Club
The Bowling Green Sailing Club
ended competition for 1968 last
weekend by finishing sixth in a
15- school match at Ohio State.
Ohio State finished first, followed by Indiana, Ohio Weslyan,
Notre Dame, Michigan State, and
Bowling Green.
The win for Ohio State virtually assures them of a berth In the
Rose Bowl Regatta, to be held in
December in New Orleans, La.
Sue Yates, commodore of the
University crew, sailed to one
first and two seconds. Bowling
Green finished at an average of
third or fourth in many of the other
18 races that were staged over
the two day period.

^Getting a job
is no sweat;
it's finding a
good one that
bothers mef

Open discussion
deals with Negro
and the University

You*ve come lo the right place.
IH will give you a good job. One that lets you stand on
your own two feet. Right from the start.
You see, we believe your point of view is just as
important as ours.
We want new ways to do things. Better ways.
And this calls for fresh ideas.
That's why you'll have to be a thinker. An innovator.
Ajguy who has the guts to stand up'for what he
thinks is right.

at the Student Activities Office In
the Student Services Building,"
Shelley said.
"The petitions will go on mass
distribution next week," Shelley
said.

. :

You show us your stuff, we'll give you the freedom to
swing. You'll find plenty of action in stcelmaking,
motor trucks, farm and construction equipment.
And the faster you prove yourself, the quicker you'll move
up. Without a lot of red tape.
Get the picture? Now why not get into the act.
We need engineers for design, test, manufacturing
and research. We need accountants and production
management people. And we need sales people for our
retail and wholesale operations.
So be sure and talk to your campus placement officer
about us. He'll give you the word.
Alter all, it we give you a good job you'll want to stick
with us.

"The Negro and the University,"
will be discussed in an open panel
iscusslon at 7:30 p.m., Nov. 6
In the Pink Dogwood Suite.
The topics to be discussed are:
1. Do we have a segregationist
situation (non-official) at BGSU?
In the community? If so, can
anything be done about It?
2. Are we as effective as we
could be In getting black students
to come to Bowling Green? Are
there extra Inputs necessary?
3. Do black students at the University get the kind of training
that prepares them to teach In
ghetto environments?
4. Does the University give the
black athlete a dlsadvantaged education while exploiting his athletic prowess?
5. Is our placement office effective in getting jobs for black students?
6. Should the University have
more flexible admission standards
for black students?
Participants on the panel are
Raymond J. End res, assistant dean
of Faculties for Special Projects;
George Herman, chairman, University Committee on Discriminations; Carlos Jackson, admissions counselor and asst. football
coach; J.D. Jackson, junior In the
College of Liberal Arts; Joseph
Nordstrom, professor of management, panel moderator; Ernst
Smith, senior in the College of
Education.

And that's exactly what we have in mind.

Lecture change
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
Aft t-quJl opportunity imptoyrf M/r"

This IIKI-lon mining truck

IN

powered by an IIIHI horsepower IH gas turbine.

The art lecture by Wlllard
Mlsfeldt of the Bowling Green
art faculty was last night
and not tonight as reported
In Thursday's edition of the
News.
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Vote protests planned;
Yippies to run 'Pigasus'
from the Associated Press

6th Bonn official dies
BONN, Germany - West German officials announced yesterday
the suicide of a senior Defense Ministry clerk amid wide-ranging
investigation Into spy activities in Bonn.
The clerk, Gerhard Boehm, 61, was the sixth official connected
with the government to die mysteriously since Oct. 8, the day Rear
A dm. Herman Luedke was found dead of a gunshot wound. Luedke's
possible connection with a foreign Intelligence service Is under investigation.
Four other government officials who died since Oct. 8 have been
officially described as suicides and the authorities say they were not
connected with espionage. The cause of death of Luedke has not yet
been definitely established.

Biafran aid increased
NEW YORK..- Blockade-running church agencies have stepped
up their risky night Sights of food to embattled Blafra, but it's still
not enough to avert one of the worst human catastrophes of modern
times, says a priest who has traveled that treacherous route from
the first.
By conservative, on-the-scene estimates, at least a million Blafrans
have died of starvation In the last four months, and Father Deran
says nearly that many more are likely to die by the year's end unless
bigger planes are obtained to Increase the cargoes.

Israel stages reprisal
TEL AVIV - An Israeli commando unit slipped Into Egypt yesterday, blew up two bridges and a power station on the Nile River,
and got back safely to Israel, the Israeli army announced here.
The government said the Israeli action, 144 miles north of the
Aswan Dam, was reprisal for "a series of aggressive Egyptian
acts" across the Suez Canal in past weeks.

Council of Cardinals meet
VATICAN CITY - Pope Paul VPs council of cardinals held one of
its rare meetings Thursday. It took place against a background of
gigantic tax burden for the Vatican.
The Immediate speculation was that the cardinals had been called
to consider how to fight the growing wave of defiance among lay people
and some priests against Pope Paul's encyclical of July 29 banning any
form of artificial or chemical contraception.
It also was speculated In Vatican circles that the cardinals discussed how the Vatican would raise the money in Its tax controversy
with the Italian government.

Scorpion huff located
WASHINGTON - Adm. Thomas H. Moorer, chief of naval operations, announced that "objects identified as portions of the hull
of the submarine USS Scorpion have been located about 400 miles
southwest of the Azores In more than 10,000 feet of water."
The discovery, reported by a Navy oceanographlc research ship
Wednesday night, culminated a search of more than five months since
the atomic powered submarine disappeared with a crew of 99 officers
and men en route from the Mediterranean Sea to Norfolk, Va.
The Scorpion last was heard from by radio on May 21 when It was
about 250 miles south of the Azores.
The 10,000 - plus foot depth where the hull pieces were located Is
far below the "crush depth" of the submarine, which was reported
able to operate only as far down as about 1,200 feet

The campaign
Vice President HUBERT H. HUMPHREY proposed today paying
students and giving them academic credit for political and governmental work but he had to rally supporters to outshout student hecklers.
After ignoring the hecklers for several minutes, he finally said,
"I ask the great majority of those who respectfully listen to me
to show now that you mean business - to drown out those that shout."
"We want Humphrey," the majority of the crowd began to thunder.
The heckling chants came amidst a speech in which the Democratic
presidential candidate expressed ' sympathy with student demands.
GEORGE C. WALLACE said Thursday that some people would Interpret a bombing pause in Vietnam on the eve of the election as a
politically motivated act.
"I pray and hope that whatever the president does is successful
In bringing an honorable conclusion to the hostilities and I could care
less who gets credit," the Independent candidate said upon arrival
at the Hagerstown airport.
But he also termed It "unfortunate" that a bombing halt "Gomes
right on the eve of the election."
Republican RICHARD M. NIXON voted for himself Thursday, then
went back to his campaign to convince other Americans to mark
their presidential ballots the same way.
The GOP nominee, his wife Pat and his daughter, Tricla, all marked
absentee ballots on a coffee table In their fifth - floor apartment on
Fifth Avenue.

Clock
Pancake House
*
*
*
*

CHAR-BROILED STEAKS & CHOPS
FULL COURSE FAMILY DINNERS
BREAKFAST IN ANY COMBINATION
A VARIETY OF PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Sunday: Bring Your Parents

421 EAST WOOSTER PH. 352-6332

WASHINGTON (CPS) - While
those Americans who still have
faith that a vote can do something are at the polls Nov. 5,
thousands of others who have lost
that faith are planning demonstrations and other protest activities
to point out the "hollowness" of
the electoral process.
Activities will range from the
cynical (students at Cleveland's
Case Western Reserve University
plan a teach-in on "Election '72:
Reform or Resistance?") to the
more direct action of picketing
polling places and staging marches
In major cities.
The Mobilization Committee to
End the War In Vietnam, claiming
the current presidential campaigns
have burled the essential Vietnam
Issue under a deluge of "law and
order" slogans, plan anti-war demonstration s and a major boost
for G.I.S who have taken antiwar stands.
Two avowed Presidential candidates - Eldrldge Cleaver, Black
Panther leader running under the
Peace and Freedom Party banner,
and Pigasus, porker candidate of
the Youth International Party (Ylpple)—have also endorsed "voting
In the streets" as an alternative
to 1968's political choices.
The Black Panthers, In a statement last week, called on American
blacks to "break up this rigged
technological crap game, pick our
money up off the wood and demand
a brand new pair of dice from the
house."
"It is very clear," says Cleaver, "that there Is no way left
for us to offer any opposition
through the traditional political
machinery. These merciless demagogues have so firmly grasped this
machinery in their clutches that
even the white supporters of McCarthy and Kennedy got all the fat
whipped off their heads in Chicago...
"The pigs of the power structure
have taken off their masks and re-

vealed themselves to be precisely
what we have always known them
to be murderers., liars, miserable genocldal wretches. They are
plotting our death. What do you
think this featherweight, featherbrain racist George Wallace has
up his sleeve for niggers? Extermination. The final solution for
the Negro problem.
"We don't have to go for that.
That's not our Issue. That's not
the goal toward which black people have been struggling, dying

for these painful 400 years. Our
fight is for freedom, for liberation,
but any means necessary."
The Yippies, in a much different
tone, call on young people to go
into the streets Nov. 5 and "demand the bars be open. Make music and dance at every red light.
A festival of life In the streets
and parks throughout the world."
"The American election represents death, and we are alive,"
says the Yippies' call. "Let's vote
for ourselves.
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Gilligan to receive
Young Dems support
The Young Democrats In their
last meeting before the elections
enthusiastically backed John Gil-

FIRST UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
1506 East Wooster
announces that
rides are available
to church and back
each Sunday at
9:15 and 10:45
from the UCF Center
Thurstin and Ridge.

Coll 353-0682 For
Further Information

News loses popularity poll

llgan for the Senate and planned
a last minute barrage on the voters
of Bowling Green.
Al Baldwin, chairman of the
Young Democrats, announced a
two day plan to gather support
for the Senate hopeful from Ohio.
The first stage of this plan
deals with the passing out of leaflets at the football game Saturday. The Young Democrats hope
that parents from the many different districts of the state here
for Dad's Day will be affected
by these leaflets.
The second stage Is a massive
canvas of the four wards of the
city. Saturday morning University students will go from doorto-door In their attempt to find
the Gilligan supporters. Those undecided will be given literature
and asked to vote regardless of
their decision.
Any students Interested In the
canvassing plan should meet In
front of the Union at 8:30 Saturday morning.
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FOOTBALL
CONTEST
Place an "X" In the box of the team you think will
win November 2. The estimate of total yardage gained
by BGSU will be the tie breaker.

□ 3GSU

□ MARSHALL

□ MIAMI

□ TOLEDO

□ OHIO STATE

□ MICHIGAN STATE

□ NOTRE DAME

□ NAVY

□ DAYTON

□ XAVIER

□ ARMY

□ PENN STATF

□ MICHIGAN

□ ILLINOIS

□ PURDUE

□ MINNESOTA

□ IOWA

□ NORTHWESTERN

□ HARVARD

□ PRINCETON

By DAVID DARNER
Staff Writer
"What do you think of the B-G
News?" In response to numerous Irate complaints In the "Letters to the Editor," this question was posed to various students,
faculty members, and administrators around the campus.

thing to be desired.
George Hoffman, secretarytreasurer of SDS, agreed with
Kutlna that the News all too often
misquoted what people said and
often misconstrued what the speakers meant
Dr. Rene Ruiz, a professor of
Spanish, thought the News and Its
student-run organization was a
tremendous achlevem en t," and
should continue to "allow the students to see the different points
of view."
A common complaint of many
people Interviewed was the apparent lack of local news coverage
around the campus.
Roger McCraw a Junior In the
College of Liberal Arts, and president of the Junior class, remarked,
"There is not enough news of campus - wide events... and there Is
not a fair cross-section of views."
"The University paper shouldn't
editorallze" was the suggestion of
William Bensle, president of Delta
Upsllon fraternity. He added that
the News has "too many Issues
of national Importance and little
news of the campus."
He cited a lack of publicity
of this year's homecoming, along
with a general failure of the paper to report the local events,
whether greek, athletic, or otherwise. He also suggested that ome
sort of a column or a designated
space be alloted solely to "Greek"
news.
Rita Graf, a freshman In the
College of Education, also cited
a lack of good editorials. "Editorials need to be Improved...
the political ones need to be less
radically slanted," she said.
Keith Mabee, senior in the College of Business Administration,
believed "the editorials are poor

The charge of the B-G News
being "left-wing radical" came
strongly from Lou Mlchelli, a
sophomore In Liberal Arts. The
ex-marlne explained this allegation by pointing out he felt the paper "supports SDS too strongly,
Is antl- Vietnam War, and Ignores
local Issues In exchange for sensational national coverage."
In defense of " radlcalness" Nick
I.lcate, Student Council president,
thought the paper had come a long
way from the tradition of the past.
He felt It Is now more like other
campus dallies In that "their (the
B-G News') policy has changed
from being objective to being subjective... They have tried to formulate a given view in relationship to what happens on campus."
He added that "the newspaper
must be a catalyst In presenting
or Introducing new Ideas that work
towards a dynamic university."
Dr. William O. Reichert, professor of political science, felt
the paper was "great." He further explained he felt the paper was
finally "beginning to discuss Issues with an unbiased approach."
A senior In the College of Business Administration, Scott Kutlna,
also a member of SDS, felt the
News was "radical enough...Perhaps not as radical as It should
be." He complained though that
often times the accuracy of quotes
and tacts In the paper left some-

and the student columns frequently
don't have much to say."
Two Negro students, Andre
Marshall, freshman In the College of Liberal Arts, and Mary
Chambers, freshman In the College of Education, agreed that the
Negro did not receive adequate
coverage.
They cited an indifference of reporters toward assignments, with
the example of a reporter who was
assigned to cover a Negro meeting
of some sort, but left halfway
through. Both students felt the
News should strive for "truth
and objectivity."
"Tell It like It is," was the reply of Jim Jones, a Junior In the
College of Liberal Arts. He suggested the paper basically, "misinterprets the Issues by not getting the full story, Is biased to
an extent, and tends to be too
conservative."
Dr. Kenneth H. McFall, vice
president of the University regarded the News as "the one official
Informational media of the University. Therefore it should be
the goal of a newspaper such as
this to communicate all viewpoints.
It's not; it is setting up a policy."
He suggested that its basic falling seemed to be a lack of accuracy frequently "the reporter
skims the top and doesn't go Into
the subject in depth. Essential facts
are misrepresented due to a failure to double check."
About the only optimistic reaction to the survey thai this reporter received, came from Dr.
George Herman, assistant dean
In the College of Liberal Arts.
"I think Its a newspaper. Be sure
to get that down; Its a compliment coming from me."
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yardage will be gained by
BGSU In the BGSU - Marshall game.
Limit- 10 entries per person each week.

PRIZE: SWEATER
Entries Must Be in the "U" Shop by
October 25, 1968
Contest Open to All Students
Name_
AddressPhone_

Graf

Dr. Herman

Mlchelli

Marshall

Dr. McFall

SUNDAY AT 6PM

LAST WEEK'S CONTEST WINNER:

ONLY A LAWFUL SOCIETY CAN BUILD

BILL WEIS
3219 S. Grove St. Apt. B.

A BETTER SOCIETY
Mr. Shad Hanna-Bowling Green Attorney

Imurrfitty

POVERTY AND LATIN AMERICA
Mr. Joseph Nordsfron-Dopt. Of Management

Miami U.
Ohio State U.
U. of Cincinnati
Tulane U.
West Va. U.
Eastern Ky. U.
U. of Georgia

"Guaranteed and complete representation ot all Cevrtty Officials a* Pafttic

Bowling Green U
Purdue U.
Ohio U.
U. of Kentucky
Eastern Michigan U
U. of Alabama

AT THE UCF CENTER
REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED

SHAD HANNA
cownr KOSKUTOt
m
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Darrow president charges

Registration Rears

Inaction stifles open housing policy
By JOHN SCOTT
Staff Writer
Charging that last year's 'New
Dimension In Living' at Conklln
Hall failed because "somebody
In the administration was afraid
to make a decision on policies
passed by that dormitory, as well
as other dormitories." Jack Lltzenberg, the new president of Darrow Hall's Administrative Council
pointed out the example of the University's open housing policy.
In early February, Darrow Hall
passed a policy which would allow
open house every night of the week.
The Ad Council sent it to the administration for approval but It
did not hear from the administration about it.
An open house was scheduled
(luring the third week of May,
U weeks after the Ad Council
sent their policy to the administration. The dormitory had open
house that night and finally the administration made a decision. The
decision said dormitories can only
have open house on week ends and
special occasions.
"The important point to note
is that It took 11 weeks for Darrow Hall to get any kind of de■ 'sion at all. It was Inaction like
.Ms that caused the 'N*w Dimension' experiment to fall. Thlsyear
we hope to avoid this inaction.
Lltzenberg said that he did not
want change for change's sake.
He only wants to work for changes

which will better dormitory living. "I wish to work to correct
the mistakes of 'New Dimension'
so that the dormitory will be
brought out not only as a place
to live but an autonomous unit

which will bring lntereste together.
"Darrow Hall's Ad Council Is
going to go through the proper
channels to get our policies or
suggestions acted upon. But If we

don't hear anything concerning our
bills, we are going to let the campus know about It through the
BG News, and the newly established Open Forum,"
said
Litzenber.

LET'S SWAP

Summer Camp Employment
*
*
*
*

I would like fo talk to you about a trade.

(TOLEDO AREA)
9 Week Employment
Top Salary plus room and board
Many staff positions available
including swimming and rifle instruction

That's right - a trade. I want to trade $150.00 a month
for 18 hours a month of your time. We need several people
with "bounce" - so bounce over to the telephone and call
TOLEDO - 243-7248 9 to 4:30 Monday thru Friday
You won't have to get your hands dirty but you will have to
use your head. Use It now - Call 243-7248. (By the way.
It figures out to $8.33 per hour.) Must be 21 years of age.
Sex no problem.
C. W. Letzgus, Agency Manager
Equitable Life of Iowa
Toledo, Ohio

For More Information See
The Interviewer From

Boy Scouts Of America On Nov. 6

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
ONLY
at

Clothes
Hack

WELCOME
DADS!

Sit E. Woosl.r

-Sigma Phi Epsilon

ALL

WEEJUNSH

9:30-5:30

Pledge Class

HOLIDAY EMPLOYMENT

HIGBEES
CLEVELAND OHIO
DOWNTOWN AND ALL SUBURBAN STORES
Begin working at the end of exams.

Earn extra money

and enjoy shopping with a 70% discount.

Pick up

Registration for the winter
quarter will take place during
the week of Nov. 18, 1968.
Since the directory and upto-date advisors lists have
not been published, each student will need to assume the
responsibility of making an
appointment with his advisor
to get an approved schedule.

an application and make

your appointment for an interview in the Placement Office

WE WILL BE INTERVIEWING

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 7th 9-12 1-6 7-9
Paid Training Period Friday, November 29th And Saturday, November 30th
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RA's fob tough
but rewarding
Have you ever wondered what
being a Resident Advisor (R.A.)
Is really like? According to Warren Kalm, an R.A. for Krelscher
Compton Hall, It's a lot of hard
work.
Kahn, _ who Is a sophomore
from Westervllle majoring In political science, says the Job Is
very rewarding to him despite
Its demands.
"It gives me good experience In

PLEDGES SAY:
HAPPY 21st TO
DELTA GAMMA
PRESIDENT

Carol
Ringer

meeting people from all different
backgrounds. It also gives me a
great chance to get In some practical administrative experience,"
said Kahn
He pointed out that his duties
Include everything from letting
a locked-out person Into his room
to seeing that a sick or Injured
person Is attended to properly.
"Few people realize that the
R.A. Is also there to help his
fellow sindpnts acadpmlcallv."
said Kahn. "We try our best
to get the slower ones on the ball."
Kahn said that
his biggest
problem Is explaining rules to
his men. "They're always smarting off whenever I have something Important to say," he said.
Despite all of this, Kahn says
he enjoys being an R.A.. Kahn
stressed the Importance of getting Involved. "Potential Resident
Advisors must find out as much
as they can about the University
and It's functions, they must be
Involved in It," he said.

> WHEWg MCMC OONO BCCOMCa AN gvgNTI jBWWMI
ALWAYS THE fKST
MSCREWJAM

Ml STHIO SOUS

ACMS Of ma M—I
SfACIOUS HUMM
DOCKING (HAW 5JATI
I GIANT WALL TO WALL SCKBfi
A NT* C0NC1PT OF IUXUST ENTHTAINMMT
jMM WCOt ■». jjwwl i. WHirm IWRRU, AIM . "2 1141 TOLIDO O.-
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Competition for
billiards champ
begins Tuesday
The Union Activities Office
(UAO) will present the annual pocket billiards tournament for men
and women In the Buckeye Room.
The participating men will compete on Nov. 5 and 7, at 7 p.m.
On Nov. 12 and 14 the women
will take up the challenge at 7
p.m. Each contestant pays75 cents
per hour for his or her time.
Trophies will be awarded for
first and second place In both division. The winners, one man and
one woman, will travel to the Regional Tournament in Dayton in
February with all expenses paid.
All Interested, persons may contact the UAO office.

■ii \ nit \ mi i V"

FINAL WEEK
Winner of 10 Academy Award*
"WEST8IDE STORY"
^^^^I^PoDjlUr^rlcf^^^__

We Have Bugs In ^^»
Our Showroom
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
VOLKSWAGEN NEEDSI

©

By RON BLASDEL
Stall Writer
A new form of residence hall
government has been established
in Anderson Hall. Representatives
from the residence hall work with
the residence hall staff In a plan
called community council.
Through this form of government, better communication has
developed between residents and
the residence hall staff.
"The old system of residence
hall government was called administrative council," said Dan
Velluccl, leader of the community
council. "Only a limited number
of residents were chosen to represent the hall, and everything
had to be cleared by the residence
hall director," Velluccl said.
Community council has one
elected representative from each
wing and five representatives from
the dorm elected at large. "We
hope to get more qualified personnel Into the community council," Velluccl said.
The residence hall staff works
with the elected representatives
In an effort to establish better
communications between the staff
and the residents. "There also Is
no status differentiation between
members, and because of this we
hope to pass more meaningful programs with better focus on what
the residents want," Velluccl said.
"Any proposal we pass can go
over the residence hall director.
There is no such thing as a vet."

I-AST DAYS

PETER SELLERS la
"I LOVE YOU ALICE B. TOKLAS"
— FINAL WEEKS
JANE FONDA
Is dolns her thlni
In

jaJJiftlX

Dorm initiates new council|

LOU LARJCHE , INC.
920 Plaza at Route 224 East
Flndlay, Ohio
TELEPHONE 422-6424
WE OFFER EVENING SALES& SERVICE - MONDAY
AND THURSDAY TIL 9 P.M.

Community council, which is
comprised of 22 members, is willing at any time to let residents
come in and offer views.
Another aspect of the community
council is the judicial board, which
is being established to decide disciplinary cases. Previously the
disciplinary action was handled by
the residence hall director. The
new judicial board will hear the
cases and decide the penalty.
The board will be comprised of
nine members. David Blade, mediator of the board, will vote only
to break ties. Two permanent
members will be elected In the
dorm, and the other six members
will be chosen at random from the
residents each week when the board
meets.
"Everyone I've talked with
seems to favor the Idea of community council. It just seems to
work better. We are able to present both sides of the question,

A new policy in borrowing books
from the University Library has
been set up for faculty members
of other colleges and universities.
Dr. A. Robert Rogers, director, University Library, attended
the Inter - University Librar..
Council of Ohio Oct. 25 and 20.
The council Includes the head librarians of state - assisted libraries of Ohio.
On e topic of Importance concerned faculty members of other
universities being able to take

By FRANK MROCZKOWSKI
Staff Writer
A woman's awakening from the
unchanging pattern of her life Is
the theme of "Rachel, Rachel"
which is now playing at the Cla-

Are Proud Of
Our 34 NEW
LINKS IN THE IVY CHAIN

Qwjckpmt
CaUMBAPIClURlSjrtHASIARPROOUCllONSo

2.99

PRINTING WHILE YOU WAIT
On* to a thousand printed copits of any
pfiotographabl* original in minutos!

Xerox Copies as
low as 10c ea.

BARBRA STREISAND-OMAR SHARIF
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All these faculty members have
to do is to show some proff that
they are a member of a college
or university. They may present
a letter or some other form or
simply show their faculty ID.
Faculty members are entitled
to the normal student borrowing
policy. At the University Library
they are allowed to borrow books
and materials for two weeks, which
is the same as the policy for students.
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Zel Theatre.
Joanne Woodward portrays Rachel In this poignant and yet sometimes comical story of a 35-yearold school teacher who has yet
to find out what life is all about.
This movie is very entertaining yet makes a clear point. A
person must answer to himself
the question of what he is going
to do with his life.
Joanne Woodward did a superb
Job with her part In this movie.
She gave us an almost too real
examination of the human condition.
The very real personality type
of Rachel and the real personalities portrayed by the supporting
cast gave this movie real believabllity.
After seeing this movie one
must certainly say that It was
excellent. Whether In acting,
scenery, or music one found perfect realism.
"Rachel, Rachel" Is playing at
the Cla-Zel Theatre through Tuesday, Nov. 5.
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Bowling Green:

Dr. James P. Kennedy, campus
advisor to Inter-Varsity, will have
a seminar on Sunday afternoon at
3:30 p.m. The seminar is entitled "Quiet Time," referring to
the importance of a quiet time
with regard to one's relationship
with God.
The seminar is tentatively to
be held In Prout Chapel.

NIXON'S
THE
ONE
ON
NOV. 5th

WILLIAM WYLER
RAY STARK

100
PRINTED
COPIES

"Prayer Conversing With God"
will be discussed at the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
meeting, in the Pink Dogwood room
In the Union.

Rachel, Rachel lauded
as perfectly realistic

Gala PREMIERE WED. NOV. 6th
ot8:15P.m.
-funny 0|

CLUB NEWSLETTERS,
BOOKLETS, FLYERS, REPORTS,
FORMS, MEETING NOTES.

IVCF schedules
prayer seminar

Library opened to all
Ohio college educator.

RESERVED SEAT TICKETS NOW AT BOX OFFICE OR BY MAIL

Alpha Phi's

and It helps to break down any I
barrier which may exist between
the residence hall staff and the I
residents," Velluccl said.
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Falcons hoping to corral
winless Thundering Herd
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
The Thundering Herd of Marshall Is starving for a victory and
are eyeing this weekend's contest
with Bowling Green as a feeding
ground.

Hockey club
opens tonight

GOALWARD BOUND ■■ Falcon tight end Jim Hodakievic bull*
his way past a Kent State pursuer after receiving the leather
from P. J. Nyitray.

rpMAC-esp

TU to topple Miami
Just like Mother Hubbard, feeling upset when she went to the
cupboard and found It bare, the
new's sports' staff Is down In the
dumps after muffing a prediction
for the first time this year.
Going Into the fifth week of
prognosticating with an unscathed
15-0 mark, our band of "experts"
stumbled on the Bowling GreenMlaml clash, picking the Falcons
to win a close one.
With the other three MAC selections picked correctly, our record goes to 18-1, still pretty good
"esp—lng" In any league.
BOWLING GREEN, after a very
discouraging loss to Miami, hosts
the Thundering Herd of Marshall.
The Falcons saw any posslbllllty
of an outright championship evaporate last Saturday, and It's
bound to iiave some effect on their
play this weekend. Still, Marshall has been unlmpresslble, to
say the least, In their last 17
ball games, going0-16-1. They're
not likely to win against BG, but
It could be closer than a lot of
people expect.
Kent State, 0-7 on the season,
has been a big disappointment In
the Mid-American Conference this
season.

BG freshmen
battle Wolves
Bowling Green's Frosh football
team takes on a highly regarded
University of Michigan team today at 3 p.m. at Doyt L. Perry
Field.
The Falcon frosh had the past
week off. Numerous Injuries have
healed but tackle Gene Nlcollnl
tailback Julius Llvas, and guard
Steve Hardy will not play in today's contest.
Some familiar names will be In
the Michigan frosh lineup. They
include Leon Hart, son of the
All-American end at Notre Dame
and Paul Seymour, brother of Jim,
who Is breaking many of Notre
Dame's pass receiving records.
"We expect a good game, "coach
Tom Relcosky of the Falcons said.
"\Vp've come a long way since our
last contest We've been putting
a lot of emphasis on our defense
and I think it has paid off. Offensively, we can move the ball but
we have to eliminate mistakes,"
Relcosky said.
The Falcon Frosh currently have
an 0-2 season record. They have
lost to Kent State 28-20 and the
University of Toledo 43-12.
In last year's game, the Falcon frosh came out on the short
end of a defensive battle 6-3.
The Falcons are hoping for a
different outcome this year.

With running backs like halfback Garland Wilson and fullback
Don Nottingham In the backfleld,
along with Junior quarterback Steve
Trustdorf calling the signals, Kent
was figured to have good scoring
punch.
We pick KENT STATE
to finally break loose and post
their first triumph of the campaign
over Louisville.
Toledo faces Miami at the Glass
BowL In what should prove to be
the toughest choice of the week.
The Rockets have the edge In scoring punch with top TU ground gainer Roland Moss leading the way.
Miami has the edge, though, in
defense, which should bring about
a very ticklish game. In baseball,
the customary belief Is that a
top offense can be stopped by a
good plcher; but since they aren't
playing the national pastime, we
look for TU to register enough
points to whip the Redskins. Ohio
U. proved that Miami can be scored upon, when they counced the
Skins 24-7. The Rockets have
Ohio's same type of explosive
power, so look for TOLEDO to
come up smelling roses.
Last, but not least, Is the Ohio
University-Western Michigan battle. Ohio has been unstoppbale
In racking up a 7-0 record, and
things don't figure to change.
We pick OHIO UNIVERSITY to
make it short and sweet in bombing their Bronco opponent.

It'll be the "dads" against
the "lads" kicking off Dad's
Day Weekend Friday night at
the BGSU Ice Arena, but that
doesn't mean there'll be a
father-son game. The BGSU
Hockey Club will open Its
season with an lntrasquad
game which has a lot of bearing on who'll start the sea- >
son for the skating Falcons.
The game will also have
plenty of color along with It.
For the first time hockey will
be played at BG with the
support of cheerleaders and a
pep band.
"As far as I know, cheerleaders have never been used
|; for hockey anywhere," said
;|: hockey coach Jack Vivian.
;::■ "But they should go a long
?; way toward organizing the fine
;•: spirit we've had at our games
I in the past."
"I call the old-timers on i
; the team the "dads" and the
new boys the "lads"," said §
Vivian. "They'll all be out
I there hitting each other pr- *
I etty well, trying for position
;;• on the starting squad," he I
said.
This year's version of the
Hockey Club figures to be even |
I better than last year's Mld| West Collegiate Hockey Association Champions, due to a ;.?
large turnout of talented play- • 1
ers.
"We're strong on depth, and i
some of the boys who started |.
last year are hustling to |
keep from getting beat out of 1
their positions," said Vivian. 1
Game time Is 7:30 and tick- I
ets are 50? for students, 75? |
for University employees and 1
SI for adults this Friday, as £
well as for all 18 home games i
this year.

Marshall's famine has stretched
to 18 gameSjglvtng them the dubious
honor of the nation's longest losing
streak. The Herd has come close
several times during that stretch
and one of the closest was a 9-7
loss to the Falcons last season.
A determined Marshall crew
hosted the Falcons In the confines of HUly West Virginia and
only a field goal by Jim Perry
in the last minute of action allowed BG to escape.
Hardly Impressive in their losing woes, the Herd has been
bounced four times by conference
competition. The Bobcats ripped
the Herd 48-8 and Marshall's fate
wasn't much better against Toledo
35-12, Miami46-0landWMU40-12.
This doesn't Impress Falcon
coach Don Nehlen though.
"Pve been here at Bowling Green
for the past four years and we
haven't done anything to Marshall
yet," he said. "No one here is
going to tell me, we are going to
walk on the field Saturday and kill
Marshall."
Bowling Green has captured 13
straight decisions over the Herd
in the 14 years of competition between the schools, with Marshall
taking the first outing. In the last
three seasons though the Herd has
proven to be progressively more
stubborn. The Falcons have won
only 20-6, 14-6, and 9-7 over the
last three seasons.
Marshall's problem then has
been scoring against the defensive
minded Falcons, and scoring in
general. This season has proven
no exception with the Herd averaging only 9.8 points per game
with 69 points In seven games.
Marshall returned 23 lettermen
this season but only six on offense
and nine on defense. Junior college
recruiting garnered Marshall eight
transfers. John Oertel a quaterback from North Iowa pressed
spring practice standout Don
Swlsher for the top spot. Oertel
has fired 68 completions in 148
attempts for 874 yards, but has
fell victim to Increased pressure
and lofted 19 Intercepted aerials.
Bowling Green's defensive assignment this week should feature
an increased line rush to continue
the Herd Interception woes. The
Falcons failed to touch Miami QB
Kent Thompson last week, but the
additional threat of the Redskin
running attack kept the Falcons

loose.
Marshall has not displayed a
strong running game this season.
Thurmond Carter has gained 45
yards for the Herd averaging 5.6
yards per carry but the Herd has
not supported his efforts, the team
averaging only 2.2 yards. Oertel
has been dumped for losses totaling 142 yards and Swlsher for 66
preventing the establishing of a
consistent attack.
The undersized defensive units
of the Herd Is known for tenacious
play, but have still been ripped for
219 points or 31.2 points per game.
Each conference school has managed at least 35 points against
Marshall
P. J. Nyitray who yielded to Vern
Wlreman last week In the second
half, Is considered a questionable
starter because of a shoulder InJury. Receiver Eddie Jones, although expected to start, Is nursing a hip Injury.

STAY IN THERE BALL - Ed
die Jones, Bowling Green's
fine split end floats toward
earth with pigskin nestled,
ever so softly, in his grasp.

'And then she said/Wow,
what's that after shave
you're wearing?'"

Harriers to battle
in triangular meet
In Bowling Green's second home
cross country meet tomorrow
morning, the big question seems to
be, "Will Sid Sink finish first in
the five mile race?" Ohio University and Cuyahoga Community
College will run against the Falcons, but there does not appear to
be any doubt about the Bobcats
winning.
This pessimistic view has been
mainly based on O.U.'s fine showing in the All-Ohio Championships
last weekend. The distance runners from Athens were second to
Miami, with sophomore Bob Bertelsen placing fifth, and the other
Wildcats finishing 7th, 11th, 16th,
and 17th.
Despite the presence of Sink
and "side-kick" Paul Talklngton,
who placed 4th In the All-Ohio,
an upset by the Falcons (5-4) is
not expected by coach Mel Brodt.
Brodt, who has coached the BG
harriers to seven consecutive
winning seasons, will continued
with the same lineup of Nate Pantllat, Cliff Kotnik, and Harry Ausderan behind Sink and Talklngton
at the 11 a.m. starting time tomorrow.

We keep warning you to be careful how you use Hai Karate* After Shave and
Cologne. We even put instructions- on self-defense in every package. But
your best silk ties and shirts can still get torn to pieces. That's why you'll
want to wear our nearly indestructible Hai Karate
Lounging Jacket when you wear Hai Karate Regular or Oriental Lime. Just tell us your size (s,m,l)
and send one empty Hai Karate carton, with $4
(check or money order), for each Hai Karate
Lounging Jacket to: Hai Karate, P.O. Box 41 A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10056. That way, if someone
gives you some Hai Karate, you can be a little
less careful how *you use it.
Our Hoi Kami* lounging Jackal is
practically rip-proof.
Allow 6 weeks lor delivery. Offer expire* April 1, 1969. If your favorite store is temporarily out of Hei Karate, keep esking.
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